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In the non-equilibrium Green’s Functions (NEGF) framework, quantum calculations on the electron and
hole mobilities have been performed on gate-all-around and Trigate rectangular silicon nanowire (SiNW)
devices with leading dimension up to 50 nm. We find that when NW width or height falls in the sub-10
nm range, nearest neighbouring corner channels tend to merge and form “side channels” with much lower
mobilities. The contribution from these “side channels” remains significant even at large effective channel
width, causing a rather slow convergence towards the limit of thin film device. On top of these numerical
results, a simple but effective interpolation model for the size-dependent modulation of carrier mobility in
rectangular SiNW devices has been derived, which only requires the mobilities of square NW devices and
of the limiting thin film devices as inputs. These mobilities can be obtained by combining contributions
from partial mobilities limited by various common scattering mechanisms (phonons, surface roughness and
remote Coulomb scattering). We provide these partial mobilities by NEGF calculations for reference devices
with NW sizes or film thickness in sub-10 nm range. Empirical models for the carrier density dependent
partial mobilities have been further developed. Finally, comparison with experimental data has been made
to validate the derived mobility interpolation model and excellent agreement has been achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

For the past two decades relentless focus on Moore’s
Law, transistor scaling has provided ever-increasing
transistor performance and density1,2. Metal-Oxide-
Semiconductor (MOS) transistors have evolved from clas-
sical, planar, single-gate devices to three-dimensional de-
vices with a multi-gate structure [Double-Gate (DG),
Trigate or Gate-All-Around (GAA) devices] in an effort
to increase drive current and to control short-channel
effects3. Among multi-gate architectures, Trigate and
GAA silicon nanowire (SiNW) transistors demonstrate
the best gate control and hence the best short-channel
figures (sub-threshold slopes, drain-induced barrier low-
ering (DIBL), ...), being considered as promising candi-
dates for next generation of electronic devices3–6. Carrier
mobility is not only a significant concern as regarding de-
vice performance but also an essential characteristic for
understanding transport phenomena. For SiNW systems,
its behaviour has been studied both experimentally7–12

and theoretically13–25. Many significant insights concern-
ing structural confinement and carrier scattering effects
have been provided. However, it remains unclear how
the carrier mobility varies when going from SiNWs to
silicon thin films. From modelling point of view, a facet
dominated model proposed by Sekaric et al.10 has been
widely used to interpret the size-dependent modulation
of carrier mobility in SiNWs devices. However, it re-
quires the surface mobilities as inputs which are hardly
accessible accurately, particularly for experiments. Fur-
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thermore, this model is based on decoupling of NW into
four independent two dimensional planes. This practice
very likely breaks down in ultra-thin NW devices where
carrier conduction moves to the center of the device and
all the facts are strongly correlated.

In this contribution, we compute the size-dependent
carrier mobility modulation of both n-type and p-type
rectangular Trigate and GAA silicon nanowire field effect
transistors (NWFETs). Both [100] and [110] transport
orientations are considered. The leading NW dimension
varies from 7 nm up to 50 nm. We use a non-equilibrium
Green’s Functions (NEGF) approach, which explicitly ac-
counts for quantum confinement effects and carrier scat-
tering by phonons, surface roughness (SR) and remote
Coulomb charges (RCS). Based on the numerical results,
we have developed a simple but effective model which
describes the size dependence of the carrier mobilities
in rectangular SiNWs over a wide range of dimensions.
It requires only the mobilities of thin film devices and
of square NW devices as inputs, which can be easily ob-
tained both theoretically and experimentally. The NEGF
methodology as well as simulated devices will be intro-
duced in the following section. In Section III, we present
our calculated results and show how the simple mobility
interpolation model is developed. We then validate this
model by comparing with experimental data. The last
section (Section IV) is devoted to conclusions.

II. DEVICES AND METHODOLOGY

The simulated devices are rectangular GAA and Tri-
gate SiNW channels with width W and height H. For
Trigate devices, the channel is etched in a (001) Silicon-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Phonon + SR limited electron (upper panel) and hole (lower panel) mobilities in rectangular 〈100〉 and
〈110〉 GAA (left panel) and Trigate (right panel) SiNW devices as a function of width (W ) or height (H) at carrier density
n = 1013 cm−2. The symbols are the NEGF results. The dashed lines, dashed dotted lines, dotted lines are the NEGF reference
mobilities in planar (100) DG, (100) FDSOI and (110) DG devices, respectively. The solid lines are the interpolations from
square NW devices to the limiting devices using our simple interpolation model (Eqs. 2 and 3).

On-Insulator (SOI) layer. It is lying on a 25 nm thick
buried oxide (BOX), followed by a n-doped substrate
(donor concentration Nd = 1018 cm−3) for n-NWFETs
and p-doped substrate (acceptor concentration Np =
1018 cm−3) for p-NWFETs, respectively. We consider
both 〈100〉 [with {001} facets] and 〈110〉 [with horizon-
tal (001) and vertical (11̄0) facets] transport orientations.
The gate-stack is made of 0.6 nm of SiO2 (dielectric con-
stant ε = 3.9) and 2.4 nm of HfO2 (ε = 20).

The structural scattering mechanisms, SR and RCS
(charges trapped at the SiO2/HfO2 interface), are taken
into account in our calculations. They are explicitly de-
scribed in the geometries. For SR, we use a Gaussian
auto-correlation function model with correlation length
ΛSR = 1.0 nm and rms fluctuation ∆SR = 0.45 nm. It
is found that the sign of the RCS charges has nearly no

effect on the carrier mobility in a given device. They are
therefore assumed to be positive in our calculations, with
a density nRCS = 2× 1013 cm−2.

The current is computed in a self-consistent NEGF
framework, on top of the effective mass approximation
(EMA) or two bands k · p model for electrons and on
top of the three bands k · p model for holes. The NEGF
equations are solved using a fully coupled mode space
approach (80 modes to 420 modes depending on the de-
vice cross section and on the band structure model) on
a finite differences grid with step 2 Å. Carrier-phonon
scattering is treated by using the deformation potential
theory and self-consistent Born approximation with local
self-energies. For electron-phonon scattering, we consider
the intra-valley acoustic phonon scattering (with defor-
mation potential Dac = 14.6 eV) and 3 f -type and 3
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plot of the electron
charge density distribution (lower panel) in rectangular 〈100〉-
oriented GAA SiNW device with W = 7 nm and H = 49
nm at electron density n = 9.75 × 1012 cm−2. Upper panel:
schematic representation of the partition of charge density
distribution shown in the lower panel into two contributions,
one from the “side channels” with thickness T , and one from
the inner region with thickness H − 2T .

g-type processes of Ref. 27 for inter-valleys scattering.
We use a diagonal hole-phonon interaction with one sin-
gle acoustic deformation potential Dac = 16.5 eV and one
single optical deformation potential DKopt = 15 eV/Å.
More detailed information about the carrier-phonon self-
energies and solution of the NEGF and Poisson equations
can be found in the Appendix of Ref. 28.

The simulations are performed on fully gated undoped
channels at small drain-source voltage (Vds = 20 mV), as
detailed in Ref. 28. Two methods are used for extract-
ing the carrier mobility. One is the quasi-Fermi level
analysis29, in which the carrier mobility is obtained from
the slope of the quasi-Fermi level along the channel. This
method is computationally efficient and is approved to
be accurate from moderate to strong inversion regime.
However, it is often less accurate at low carrier densi-
ties. The other method is the numerical transmission
line method28, which extracts the carrier mobility from
the linear variation of the total resistance R with respect
to the channel length L. In order to limit variability, the
same sample of disorder is repeated two or three times
and the resistance is computed for each length. This
method is free from contact resistance contamination and
channel length misestimates. It thus allows a very accu-
rate extraction of the carrier mobility at any given carrier
density. However, this method is computationally more
demanding since at least two calculations on “long” de-
vices are required.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Upper panel: Electron mobility in
the “side channels” extracted from the data for 〈110〉 GAA
SiNWs with W = 7 nm or H = 7 nm by using T = 3.5
nm, and mobility computed in 7 nm-thick (100) and (110)
DG devices. Lower panel: Mobility in 〈110〉 GAA SiNW with
W = 7 nm as a function of electron density for different H.
The solid lines represent the interpolations using our simple
model [Eq. (3)]. The symbols and dotted lines represent the
NEGF mobilities.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Size dependent modulation of carrier mobilities in
GAA and Trigate devices

In this section, we analyze the dependence of the elec-
tron and hole mobilities in rectangular GAA and Trigate
SiNWs as a function of width W , height H, and orien-
tation. For this purpose, we have computed the phonon
+ SR limited mobility using the NEGF methodology de-
scribed above. The electron and hole band structures are
described within the EMA and three bands k · p mod-
els, respectively. The mobilities are extracted from the
quasi-Fermi level analysis on 30 nm long channels. We
have considered devices with one fixed dimension W or
H = 7 nm and the other dimension H or W ranging from
7 to 49 nm. The mobilities have also been computed for
the planar limits: for GAA devices, H or W =∞ corre-
sponds to a planar double-gate (DG) device. For Trigate
devices, H = ∞ also corresponds to a DG device and
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W =∞ corresponds to a planar FDSOI device.

The results are shown in Fig. 1 (symbols). We
find that (i) 〈100〉 n-NWFETs perform better than
their 〈110〉 counterparts, and (ii) 〈110〉 n-NWFETs with
width W > H show larger mobilities than 〈110〉 n-
NWFETs with height H > W . This holds for both GAA
and Trigate devices. The reasons can be attributed to
the band structure effects30. In [100] SiNWs, the ∆ val-
leys split into light (m∗ = 0.19 m0) ∆y,z valleys at the Γ
point, and much heavier (m∗ = 0.92 m0) ∆x valleys at
k 6= 0. Under strong inversion bias, the electron gas is
confined at the surface of the SiNW by the electric field,
mostly in the light ∆y valleys on the lateral (010) facets,
and mostly in the light ∆z valleys on the top and bot-
tom (001) facets. In [110] SiNWs, the ∆ valleys split into
light (m∗ = 0.19 m0) ∆z valleys at Γ point and heavier
(m∗ = 0.55 m0) ∆x,y valley off Γ. Again, under strong
inversion bias the electron gas is mostly confined in the
light ∆z valleys on the top and bottom (001) facets, but
in the heavier ∆x,y valleys on the lateral (11̄0) facets.
Therefore, wide 〈110〉 SiNWs with dominant (001) facets
(W > H) perform better than tall 〈110〉 SiNWs with
dominant (11̄0) facets (H > W ). Likewise, 〈100〉 NWs
with only {001} facets show better mobilities than 〈110〉
SiNWs with mixed facets.

Opposite trends are found for p-NWFETs. Tall 〈110〉
SiNWs (H > W ) indeed perform better than wide 〈110〉
SiNWs (W > H), and 〈110〉 p-NWFETs always outper-
form their 〈100〉 counterparts. These trends can again
be understood from the band structure arguments. In-
deed, holes confined on {110} facets tend to show lighter
transport masses than holes confined on {001} facets31;
in square 〈110〉 SiNWs the highest valence subband has
a clear light hole character and is well separated from the
others, while in square 〈100〉 SiNWs the topmost valence
bands are almost degenerate and heavy, which decreases
carrier velocity and enhances inter-subband scattering30.

It is found from Fig. 1 that H and W play the same
role in 〈100〉 GAA devices since (010) and (001) facets
are equivalent. Although the facets’ nature remains the
same for Trigate devices, H has a larger weight in the ef-
fective channel width Weff = 2H+W than W . Tall [100]
Trigate n-NWFETs with a larger Weff therefore slightly
outperform the wide [100] counterparts. The situation
is reversed in [100] Trigate p-NWFETs. We also find
that increasing NW cross section tends to enhance the
carrier mobility. The only exception appears for 〈110〉
p-NWFETs with W > H, where an increase in the (100)
facet area with lower hole mobility is actually detrimen-
tal to the device performance. When increasing H or W ,
the carrier mobility tends to the expected DG or FD-
SOI limit. However, the convergence can be rather slow,
especially for electrons in 〈110〉 SiNWs with W > H.

B. A simple interpolation model

In order to understand the physics behind, we analyze
the carrier density in the devices (Fig. 2). For simplicity
but without loss of generality, we focus on GAA devices.
As shown in Fig. 2, the electron density in the moderate
to strong inversion regime peaks in four “corner chan-
nels” that tend to merge in two “side channels” when H
or W is in the sub-10 nm range. The electron (e) or hole
(h) mobility can then be written as,

µ(e,h) =
n

(e,h)
in

n
(e,h)
in + n

(e,h)
Side

µ
(e,h)
DG +

n
(e,h)
Side

n
(e,h)
in + n

(e,h)
Side

µ
(e,h)
Side , (1)

where nin and nSide are the charge densities per unit
length in the inner region and side channels (outer re-
gion) of Fig. 2, and µDG is the mobility in the limiting
DG device. The mobility µSide in the side channels can
be extracted from the data with a suitable thickness of
side channel T at a given size [e.g., T = 3.5 nm for de-
vice with W = 7 nm and H = 14 nm when analyzing
H > W devices]. Eq. (1) turns out to give an excellent
description of the mobility at all sizes and densities. µSide

depends on the carrier density and facet orientation. The
extracted µSide is shown in Fig. 3 (upper panel) for 〈110〉
GAA SiNW devices. It is, as expected, lower on (11̄0)
than on (001) facets, and lower than in the corresponding
DG device due to lateral quantum confinement in the side
channel and enhanced SR and phonon scattering. When
increasing W or H, nin increases linearly while nSide re-
mains nearly constant. However, even for W or H ' 50
nm, still over 20% of the total charge density remains in
the “side channels” with much lower mobility. This ex-
plains the slow convergence of the mobility towards the
planar limit.

To further simplify the model, we assume that charge
accumulation in both inner and outer regions is ruled
by simple electrostatics and is thus proportional to the
surface area, e.g. nin ' α(W − 2T ) and nSide ' α(H +
2T ) when W > H. Then Eq. (1) turns into a simple
interpolation formula between the mobility µSQ of the
square NW (H = W ) and the mobility of the limiting
DG device µDG, namely:

µ(e,h) ≈ W −H
W +H

µ
(e,h)
DG +

2H

W +H
µ

(e,h)
SQ (2)

when W > H, and:

µ(e,h) ≈ H −W
W +H

µ
(e,h)
DG +

2W

W +H
µ

(e,h)
SQ (3)

when W < H. For Trigate devices, µDG in Eq. (2) has to
be replaced by the mobility of the limiting FDSOI device
µFDSOI. µSQ then represents the mobility of square Tri-
gate device. These equations well reproduce the NEGF
results over a wide range of dimensions and carrier den-
sities, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3 (lower panel), whatever
the NW orientations.
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TABLE I. Compiled fitting parameters α, β and γ in Eqs. (5) and (6) for phonon-limited (PH), SR-limited (SR) and RCS-
limited (RCS) partial electron mobilities of [100] and [110]-oriented square GAA SiNW devices. µref , in unit of cm2/V/s, is
the corresponding NEGF calculated partial mobility at reference density Nref = 2 × 1012 cm−2. The units of α, β and γ are
cm2, cm4 and unity, respectively.

[100]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 372 2.73E-14 -2.38E-28 9.53E2 -1.09E-14 3.21E-26 281 1.19
7 476 1.38E-14 2.90E-27 1.68E3 1.28E-13 4.45E-26 463 0.77
10 509 6.34E-14 1.98E-28 2.20E3 2.07E-12 6.05E-26 491 0.79

[110]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 417 1.83E-14 1.09E-27 6.48E2 9.29E-14 2.03E-26 317 1.08
7 459 4.62E-14 2.44E-28 1.24E3 2.29E-13 5.29E-26 486 0.70
10 452 4.48E-14 -4.74E-28 1.62E3 1.52E-12 6.08E-26 474 0.79

TABLE II. The same as in Table I but for hole partial mobilities.

[100]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 68 -2.63E-14 1.87E-27 102 7.24E-14 2.45E-27 203 1.38
7 88 7.42E-16 1.85E-27 304 2.44E-13 1.15E-27 458 0.76
10 100 3.58E-15 1.18E-27 749 2.88E-13 3.69E-26 506 0.63

[110]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 216 -2.51E-16 3.85E-27 336 2.77E-13 1.32E-26 310 1.06
7 213 -5.82E-16 3.06E-27 451 2.33E-13 5.29E-27 425 0.82
10 205 -4.44E-14 5.22E-27 682 2.65E-13 3.31E-26 585 0.57

C. Carrier mobilities in square nanowire and limiting thin
film devices

The simple interpolation model described previously
requires the carrier mobilities of square NW devices
(µSQ) and of limiting thin film devices (µDG or µFDSOI)
as inputs. To provide these inputs for sub-10 nm devices,
we first computed the reference partial mobilities for var-
ious elastic scattering mechanisms, such as SR and RCS.
These partial mobilities are defined with respect to the
phonon-limited mobility µPH as

µ−1
M = µ−1

PH+M − µ
−1
PH, (4)

where M denotes a given elastic mechanism (SR or RCS),
and µPH+M is the NEGF mobility computed by including
phonons and the scattering mechanism M . The partial
mobilities obtained in this way satisfy Matthiessen’s rule
for multiple mechanisms much better than the usual, di-
rect single mechanism calculations28. For SR, the refer-
ence correlation length and rms SR fluctuation are cho-
sen as Λref

SR = 1.0 nm and ∆ref
SR = 0.45 nm, which are

widely accepted values. For RCS, the reference density
of RCS charges is nref

RCS = 2 × 1013 cm−2 . It is well
known that the EMA tends to overestimate the electron

mobility though it is computationally less expensive. In
what follows, we therefore have employed a two bands
k · p model for the electron band structure calculations
in order to offer accurate results for possible comparisons
with experiments. The carrier mobilities are extracted
from the transmission line method.

By this way, we have computed µPH, µSR and µRCS

as a function of carrier density for n-type and p-type,
square Trigate and GAA SiNW devices and also for the
limiting DG and FDSOI devices. Various NW sizes (e.g.,
W = H = 5, 7, 10 nm, respectively) and film thick-
ness (e.g., T = 5, 7, 10 nm, respectively) in the sub-10
nm range are considered. Some general characteristics
for phonon-limited mobility µPH and SR limited mobil-
ity µSR are found:
(i) Both µPH and µSR decrease as a function of carrier
density. However, comparing to µPH, the decreasing in
µSR is much faster. This makes SR the dominant mech-
anism at high inversion density.
(ii) At low carrier density, µSR actually decreases with
reducing the cross sectional area or film thickness of the
devices, whatever the gate architecture and transport ori-
entation (cf. µref

SR in Tables I – VII). So does µPH. The
only exception is for [110] p-FETs where the hole mo-
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TABLE III. The same as in Table I but for electron partial mobilities in double gate (DG) devices.

[100]
PH SR RCS

Thickness (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 517 3.90E-14 -6.27E-28 2.36E3 2.42E-13 9.56E-27 547 0.88
7 556 1.77E-14 8.94E-28 3.61E3 2.37E-13 4.43E-26 676 0.77
10 577 3.36E-14 4.98E-28 4.25E3 1.20E-12 1.24E-25 736 0.68

[110]
PH SR RCS

Thickness (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 378 -1.3E-14 1.4E-27 1.13E3 -3.7E-15 1.1E-26 524 1.06
7 436 1.6E-14 1.3E-27 2.61E3 1.7E-13 4.9E-26 677 0.72
10 441 4.6E-14 -8.3E-28 3.15E3 1.4E-12 1.9E-25 728 0.66

TABLE IV. The same as in Table I but for hole partial mobilities in double gate (DG) devices.

[100]
PH SR RCS

Thickness (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 115 -1.63E-14 9.53E-28 396 1.45E-15 9.17E-27 85 1.79
7 130 -1.69E-14 1.15E-27 957 1.10E-13 3.49E-26 158 1.49
10 146 -2.51E-14 3.59E-27 1.4E3 4.65E-13 7.23E-26 302 0.98

[110]
PH SR RCS

Thickness (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 337 2.80E-15 1.92E-27 1.18E3 3.86E-13 -2.01E-27 158 1.47
7 315 -2.60E-14 3.22E-27 1.53E3 5.62E-13 6.88E-27 216 1.22
10 302 -3.95E-14 3.92E-27 1.65E3 1.25E-12 -3.64E-27 271 1.02

bility is beneficial from the decrease in NW size or film
thickness.
(iii) Equally sized Trigate and GAA devices show very
similar µPH. And, so do their [100] DG and FDSOI coun-
terparts with the same film thickness.
(iv) The dependence of µPH or µSR on carrier density is
best modelled by the following function,

µM = µref
M

1 + αMNref + βMN
2
ref

1 + αMN + βMN2
, (5)

where “M” denotes “PH” or “SR”, µref
M is the “M”-

limited mobility at a “reference” carrier density Nref . α
and β are the fitting parameters determined by best re-
producing the NEGF results. The compiled values for
these parameters are tabulated in Tables I – VII.

RCS is known to be one of the important scattering
mechanisms at low inversion density. It becomes increas-
ingly more important (cf. µref

RCS in Tables I – VII) when
reducing the cross sectional area S or the film thickness
T . µRCS is found to increase exponentially as a function
of carrier density due to the screening of the RCS elec-
trostatic potential. The increase is more pronounced at
smaller S or T . We find that the dependence of µRCS on
carrier density is best described by the following function,

µRCS = µref
RCS(

N

Nref
)γ , (6)

where µref
RCS is the RCS-limited mobility at a “reference”

density Nref . γ is the only free parameter which is de-
termined by best reproducing the NEGF results. Unlike
µPH, µSR and µRCS are found to be quantitatively dif-
ferent in GAA and Trigate devices (or DG and FDSOI
devices) (cf. Tables I – VII). This can be attributed
to the differences of the interface area in these devices.
Finally, we find that significant quantum confinement ef-
fects do not appear until the NW size or film thickness
reaches the sub-5 nm range, whatever the gate architec-
ture, transport orientation and scattering mechanism.

From these reference partial mobilities, one can then
construct the total mobility. Since µSR ∝ 1

∆2
28,32 and

µRCS ∝ 1
nRCS

33,34, we can write the total mobility µ,

including PH, SR and RCS, as35

1

µ
=

1

µPH
+ (

∆SR

∆ref
SR

)2 1

µref
SR

+
nRCS

nref
RCS

1

µref
RCS

, (7)

where ∆SR and nRCS are two free parameters which
are determined by best reproducing the experiments. It
should be noted that µSR also depends on the correlation
length ΛSR. However, it has been shown that different
(ΛSR, ∆SR) pairs can yield the same mobility curves36

and one can not determine ΛSR and ∆SR independently.
Therefore, we keep ΛSR = 1.0 nm and only fit ∆SR to
the experiments.
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TABLE V. The same as in Table I but for electron partial mobilities in square Trigate SiNW devices.

[100]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 378 2.90E-14 -6.58E-28 1.0E3 3.60E-14 2.45E-26 330 0.99
7 482 1.14E-14 1.93E-27 1.86E3 2.26E-13 3.10E-26 493 0.72
10 514 5.17E-14 3.21E-28 2.39E3 2.49E-12 2.43E-26 559 0.65

[110]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 425 1.46E-14 8.94E-28 7.03E2 9.66E-14 1.56E-26 411 0.91
7 467 4.13E-14 9.01E-29 1.45E3 2.66E-13 4.86E-26 465 0.73
10 452 4.11E-14 -6.86E-28 1.80E3 1.70E-12 3.66E-26 589 0.61

TABLE VI. The same as in Table I but for hole partial mobilities in square Trigate SiNW devices.

[100]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 67 -1.95E-14 1.18E-27 107 5.17E-14 2.72E-27 118 1.17
7 87 -6.82E-15 2.37E-27 356 3.04E-13 -1.60E-27 159 0.84
10 98 1.86E-14 2.53E-28 853 1.55E-12 -2.28E-26 309 0.69

[110]
PH SR RCS

Size (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 219 -3.85E-16 2.54E-27 369 2.19E-13 1.21E-26 186 0.97
7 211 -3.59E-14 5.12E-27 501 3.28E-13 -5.23E-27 207 0.94
10 205 -3.24E-14 3.38E-27 722 3.73E-13 1.52E-26 229 0.85

D. Comparison with experimental data

To check the validity of our interpolation model and
above strategy, we compare with experimental data on
rectangular Trigate devices with H = 11 nm fabricated
at CEA/LETI37. The equivalent oxide thickness (EOT)
of high-k/metal gate stake is approximately 1.3 nm. The
fitting parameters in Eq. (7) are optimized to reproduce
both the carrier density dependent experimental mobility
data of [110] n-type square Trigate device (e.g., W = 13
nm) and the experimental mobility data of [100] n-type
FDSOI with film thickness T = 11 nm. In this pro-
cedure, we have used the previously computed partial
mobilities of square Trigate devices with size 10 nm and
the mobilities of FDSOI devices with film thickness 10
nm. Since quantum confinement effects become signifi-
cant only in sub-5 nm devices, the errors caused by slight
size mismatch between experimental and simulated de-
vices should be marginal. The optimal values for ∆SR

and nRCS are,

∆SR = 0.43 nm,

nRCS = 1.42× 1013 cm−2. (8)

With this single set of parameters and with the partial
mobilities models compiled in Tables V-VII, Eq. (7) re-
produces not only the experimental electron and hole
mobilites of [110]-oriented square Trigate NW and thin

film (FDSOI) devices but also the corresponding exper-
imental data of [100]-oriented counterparts. Inputting
these mobilities into the previously developed interpola-
tion model (Eq. (2)), one can obtain the carrier mobility
of rectangular Trigate device with any width (W > H)
and at any carrier density. The interpolation with re-
spect to NW width of [110]-oriented Trigate devices at a
high inversion density is shown in Fig. 4. An excellent
agreement between interpolations and experiments is ob-
tained. Similar agreement has also been achieved for the
carrier mobilities of [100]-oriented Trigate devices as a
function of NW width at the same carrier density. These
agreement therefore reinforces our deembedding strategy
and also more importantly the interpolation model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed quantum calculations on the car-
rier mobilities of n-type and p-type, gate-all-around and
Trigate SiNW devices using a fully coupled mode-space
non-equilibrium Green’s Functions approach. We find
that the carrier mobility improves with increasing the
effective channel width Weff . The only exception is for
p-type [110] NW and thin film devices. Enhancing the
effective channel width turns out to degrade the device
performance. Increasing nanowire height or width results
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TABLE VII. The same as in Table I but for electron and hole partial mobilities in (100)-FDSOI devices.

Electron
PH SR RCS

Thickness (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 532 2.83E-14 5.69E-28 2.18E3 4.74E-14 4.29E-26 628 0.77
7 554 2.33E-14 9.76E-28 2.94E3 2.45E-13 6.50E-26 750 0.67
10 570 3.43E-14 3.12E-28 3.46E3 3.42E-13 1.00E-25 852 0.59

Hole
PH SR RCS

Thickness (nm) µref
PH αPH βPH µref

SR αSR βSR µref
RCS γ

5 116 -3.65E-17 1.15E-27 366 -1.21E-14 1.76E-26 151 1.32
7 128 1.54E-14 4.24E-28 895 3.28E-16 6.57E-26 221 1.05
10 136 3.45E-14 -8.32E-28 1.3E3 1.27E-13 1.43E-25 309 0.84

in a gradual convergence of carrier mobility towards the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Electron (upper panel) and hole
(lower panel) mobilities as a function of W of rectangular
Trigate SiNW devices at carrier density n = 1013 cm−2. The
symbols are the experimental data, while the solid curves are
the interpolations using our model on top of constructed mo-
bilities for square SiNW devices and DG devices using Eq.
(7). Here, the NW height H = 11 nm.

double gate or FDSOI limit. However, this convergence
procedure can be rather slow under certain condition.
This is attributed to the formation of “side channels”
from the merging of neighboring corner channels, which
holds very low mobility. Their contribution remains sig-
nificant even in rectangular devices with large width or
height up to 50 nm.

On top of the numerical results, we have derived a
simple but effective interpolation model for the size-
dependent carrier mobilities in rectangular SiNW de-
vices. As inputs, the mobilities of square SiNW devices
and of the limiting thin film devices are required. We
have developed a strategy to construct these mobilities by
combining contributions from phonons, SR and RCS of
reference devices in a way consistent with Matthiessen’s
rule. However, SR and RCS contributions in real devices
can be different from the chosen reference ones. Weight-
ing factors are therefore added and they are treated as
adjustable parameters to best reproducing the experi-
mental data. We have therefore further computed the
phonons-, SR- and RCS-limited partial mobilities of the
targeting devices with various sizes or thickness in sub-10
nm range. The characteristics of these partial mobilities
are discussed and empirical functions are developed to
describe their carrier density dependence. Finally, the
derived mobility interpolation model and the strategy of
construing its inputs have been validated by comparing
with in-house experiments. The results might be useful
for compact modelling of SiNW transistors.
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